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DEGREES OF HIGH-DIMENSIONAL SUBVARIETIES

OF DETERMINANTAL VARIETIES

B. A. SETHURAMAN

(Communicated by Ron Donagi)

Abstract. Let n = pab, where p is a prime, and g.c.d. (p, b) = 1. In Pn2−1,
let Xr be the variety defined by rank ((xi,j)) ≤ n − r. We show that any
subvariety of Xr of codimension less than par must have degree a multiple of
p. We also show that the bounds on the codimension in our results are strict
by exhibiting subvarieties of the appropriate codimension whose degrees are
prime to p.

1. Introduction

This note is motivated by the following question, which arose rather naturally in
some investigations into the structure of division algebras with involution: Let n be

a power of 2, n > 1. In Pn2−1, let X be the hypersurface defined by det((xi,j)) = 0.

Does X contain a subvariety of odd degree whose codimension (in Pn2−1) is less
than n?

It is known that for any n, the minimum codimension of any linear subvari-
ety of X is n (see [5, Chapter 2], for instance). Our question is thus a natural
generalization when n is a power of 2.

We show here that the answer to the question is negative. In fact, we show that
for any prime p and for any n a power of p (n > 1), if V is any subvariety of the
hypersurfaceX of codimension less than n, then the degree of V must be divisible by
p. More generally, we show that if Xr is the variety defined by rank((xi,j)) ≤ n− r,
and if n = pab, with gcd(p, b) = 1, then any subvariety of Xr of codimension less
than par must have degree a multiple of p. We also show that the bounds on the
codimension in our results are strict by exhibiting subvarieties of the appropriate
codimension whose degrees are prime to p.

Our proof is based on the following (see [1, Example 13.1(b)]): Let F be a field
such that all its finite field extensions have degree a power of p for some prime p, and
let K be its algebraic closure. If V and W are two irreducible subvarieties of Pm

K

defined over F such that dim(V ) + dim(W ) ≥ m and gcd(p, deg(V ) deg(W )) = 1,
then V ∩W has an F -rational point.

We wish to thank Bill Watkins for some very useful conversations, and Bob
Guralnick for bringing to our attention the paper [G]. We also wish to point out
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that David Saltman has an alternative proof of Theorem 1 below. Finally, the
original question (see above) that motivated this paper arose while the author was
visiting Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Bombay, India, and we wish to
thank the School of Mathematics there for its generous hospitality.

2. The prime-power case

The case where n is a prime-power is simpler than the more general case, and
we consider this first.

Theorem 1. Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let n be a power of a prime

p, say n = pa (a > 0). In Pn2−1
K , let Xr be the variety of matrices of rank at most

n− r (r = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1). Let V be any subvariety of Xr whose codimension (in

Pn2−1
K ) is less than nr. Then the degree of V must be divisible by p.

Proof. Assume that Xr contains a subvariety V whose codimension is less than nr
and whose degree is prime to p. It is well-known that the degree of a projective
variety V is just the sum of the degrees of its irreducible components of the same
dimension as V (this follows, for instance, from an easy modification of the proof
of [4, Prop. 7.6(b)]). Hence at least one irreducible component of V of the same
dimension as V must have degree prime to p. In what follows, we will replace V by
this irreducible component.

Let X be a transcendence base for K/P , where P is the prime field of K. Let E0

be the inseparable closure of P (X) in K, and let E1 be the fixed field of any p-Sylow
subgroup of Gal(K/E0). (Every finite extension of E1 thus has degree a power of
p.) Let E be the field extension of E1 obtained by adjoining the coefficients of any
finite generating set of the ideal of V in K[x0, x1, . . . , xn2−1]. Since there are only
finitely many coefficients, E/E1 is a finite extension, and V is defined over E.

We claim that E has a cyclic extension of degree pa. For, let [E : E1] = pt. It
is well known that P has cyclic extensions of any degree, so let L0 be any cyclic
extension of P of degree pa+t. Since P (X)/P is purely transcendental, E0/P (X)
is purely inseparable, and E1/E0 is a compositum of extensions of degree prime to
p, it follows that L0 and E1 are linearly disjoint over P , so L1 = L0E1 is a cyclic
extension of E1 of degree pa+t. Now let L = L1E, so L is a Galois extension of
E. The restriction map r : Gal(L/E) → Gal(L1/E1) is injective, since any element
in the kernel must fix both L1 and E. This shows that L/E is cyclic. The image
has fixed field E ∩ L1, and since [E ∩ L1 : E1] ≤ [E : L1] = pt, we find that
[L : E] = |r(Gal(L/E))| ≥ pa. It is clear then that L has a subextension that is
cyclic over E of degree exactly pa.

Abusing notation, write L for any cyclic extension of E of degree pa, and write

Mn(E) as
n−1⊕
i=0

Lui, where conjugation by the powers of u induces Gal(L/E) on

L and un = 1. By [G, Lemma 3.2], every non-zero matrix in the E-subspace

W =
r−1⊕
i=0

Lui has rank greater than n − r. (This generalizes the r = 1 statement

that the matrices arising from the non-zero elements of K are invertible.) Also, W

has dimension nr. Write W ′ for the linear subvariety of Pn2−1
K corresponding to

W ⊗E K. W ′ is of dimension nr− 1. Since V and W ′ are irreducible, [1, Example
13.1(b)] shows that V ∩ W ′ must have an E-rational point. But the E-rational
points of W ′ are precisely those that arise from non-zero elements of the E-space
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W . This is a contradiction, since the non-zero elements of W all have rank greater
than n− r.

3. The general case

The case where n is not a power of a prime needs a more careful analysis of the
question of existence of subspaces of matrix algebras of a given dimension and large
minimal rank.

We first prove an elementary lemma.

Lemma 2. Let Y be an irreducible variety in Pn
K , where K is some algebraically

closed field. Let s be a new indeterminate, and let F denote the algebraic closure
of K(s). Then, the closed set Y ′ in Pn

F consisting of all points with coordinates in
F that satisfy the same equations as Y is an irreducible variety of the same degree
and dimension as Y .

Proof. (Sketch.) Let I / K[x0, . . . , xn] be the ideal of Y . It is sufficient to show
that IF ( = I ⊗K F ) is a prime ideal of F [x0, . . . , xn]. For, if this holds, then
it is immediate that IF is the ideal of Y ′, so Y ′ will be irreducible. Moreover,
the isomorphism F [x0, . . . , xn]/IF ∼= K[x0, . . . , xn]/I ⊗K F shows that the F -
dimension of the homogeneous subspaces of F [x0, . . . , xn]/IF of a given degree will
be the same as the K-dimension of the corresponding homogeneous subspaces of
K[x0, . . . , xn]/I, so the Hilbert polynomials of Y and Y ′ will coincide.

It is sufficient to show that K[x0, . . . , xn]/I ⊗K F is a domain. By Noether
normalization, K[x0, . . . , xn]/I is integral over the (polynomial) ring generated by
some linear combination of the xi, so K[x0, . . . , xn]/I is contained in the algebraic
closure of K(x0, ..., xn). It is thus sufficient to show that the algebraic closure of
K(x0, ..., xn) and the algebraic closure of K(s) are linearly disjoint over K, but this
is well known.

We are now ready to prove our theorem.

Theorem 3. Let K be an algebraically closed field. Let n = pab, where gcd(p, b) =
1, a > 0, b > 1. Let V be a subvariety of Xr (r = 1, 2, . . . , pa − 1) whose codimen-

sion in Pn2−1
K is less than par. Then the degree of V must be divisible by p. (In

particular, the degree of any subvariety of X = X1 whose codimension is smaller
than pa must be divisible by p.)

Note: The codimension of Xr is r2 ([3, Prop. 12.2]), so when r ≥ pa, Xr cannot
have a subvariety whose codimension is less than par.

Proof. Assume that Xr has a subvariety V of codimension less than par whose
degree is prime to p. As in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1, we may
replace V by an irreducible component of the same dimension whose degree is also
prime to p. Further, if K is the algebraic closure of a finite field, Lemma 2 shows
that the degrees and dimensions of V and Xr will not change if we extend scalars to
the algebraic closure of K(s), where s is a new indeterminate. Thus, in the positive
characteristic case, we may assume that K has positive transcendence degree over
its prime field P .

Now let X be a transcendence base for K/P , and let E0, E1, and E be as in the
proof of Theorem 1. We will show that Mn(E) has an E-subspace W of dimension
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par, all of whose non-zero elements have rank greater than n − r. Assuming the
existence of such a subspace, the rest of the proof is exactly as in Theorem 1: W ′,
the linear variety in Pn

K corresponding to W ⊗E K, must intersect V in an E-
rational point, but such a rational point must come from some non-zero element of
W , contradicting the fact that every non-zero element of W has rank greater than
n− r.

Now for the existence of W . At its core, the idea is similar to [G, Lemma 3.2],
but we need to work harder to set things up, since E does not possess any field
extensions (let alone cyclic extensions) of degree n.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, let [E : E1] = pt. Let L be an extension of P (X)
that is Galois over P (x) with Galois group Z/bZ×Z/paZ×· · ·×Z/paZ, where there
are 1+ t factors of the form Z/paZ. In the case P = Q, it is well known that Q has
such an extension, and since Q(X)/Q is purely transcendental, Q(X) also has such
an extension. In the positive characteristic case, note that we have assumed that
K/P has positive transcendence degree. It is also well known, and can be derived
readily from the Grunwald-Wang theorem ([6, Theorem 32.18]), that a rational
function in one variable over a finite field admits Galois extensions with any given
finite abelian group. Thus, the existence of L is assured in all characteristics.

Let L = L0 ⊗P (X) L1 ⊗P (X) · · · ⊗P (X) L1+t, where L0/P (X) has Galois group
Z/bZ, and the remaining Li/P (X) have Galois group Z/paZ. Let Li = P (X)(βi),
and let fi be the minimum polynomial of the βi over P (X). (Thus, f0 is of degree
b, while the remaining fi have degree pa.) We claim that for i = 1, 2, . . . , 1 + t, at
least one fi must remain irreducible over E. For, assume that each such fi factors
non-trivially over E. Since each fi factors into a product of linear factors over Li,
the coefficients of the factors of fi over E must lie in Li. Let Hi ⊆ Li be the
field extension of P (X) generated by the coefficients of the factors of fi over E.
The assumption that the factorization is non-trivial shows that Hi strictly contains
P (X). Since the Li are linearly disjoint over P (X), and since [Hi : P (X)] ≥ p,
the compositum H = H1 · H2 · · ·H1+t is an extension of P (X) of degree at least
p1+t. Since E0/P (X) is purely inseparable, and since E1/E0 is a compositum of
prime to p extensions, the compositum E1H is an extension of E1 of degree at
least p1+t. Finally, since each Hi ⊆ E, we find that E1H ⊆ E, a contradiction, as
[E : E1] ≥ pt.

Assume that f1 remains irreducible over E, so L1E is a field extension of E of
degree pa. In what follows, we will work with the field L0⊗P (X) L1, which is cyclic
of degree n over P (X). We will abuse notation and write L for this field. We will
denote a generator of Gal(L/P (X)) by σ.

View L as embedded in MN(P (X)), and write Mn(P (X)) as
n−1⊕
i=0

Lui, where

un = 1, and ulu−1 = σ(l) for all l ∈ L. Let B be the matrix corresponding to

the element β0. Since 1, β0, . . . , β
b−1
0 is a basis for L/L1, the L1 vector spaces

{L1B
iuj} (i = 0, 1, . . . , b− 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1) are L1-linearly independent and

span Mn(P (X)). That is, Mn(P (X)) is isomorphic to
b−1⊕
i=0

n−1⊕
j=0

L1B
iuj as L1 vector

spaces.
Now consider Mn(E) = Mn(P (X)) ⊗P (X) E. Since L1B

iuj ⊗P (X) E is just

(L1 ⊗P (X) E)Biuj, and since L1 ⊗P (X) E is just the compositum L1E, we get the

decomposition of Mn(E) into the direct sum of L1E spaces
b−1⊕
i=0

n−1⊕
j=0

(L1E)Biuj.
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Now let W be the L1E subspace
r−1⊕
j=0

(L1E)uj . We claim that for any non-zero

matrix M = z0 + z1u + · · · + zr−1u
r−1 in W (zi ∈ L1E), the matrices {MBiuj}

(i = 0, 1, . . . , b− 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , n− r) are L1E-linearly independent.
For, say

∑
λi,jMBiuj = 0, λi,j ∈ L1E. Note that

MBi = (z0 + z1u+ · · ·+ zr−1u
r−1)Bi

= z0 + z1σ(Bi)u+ · · ·+ zr−1σ
r−1(Bi)ur−1.

Note, too, that each zkσ
k(Bi) is in L⊗P (X)E. Now in the equation

∑
λi,jMBiuj =

0, let J be the largest value of j for which some λi,J 6= 0 (i = 0, 1, . . . , b−1), and let T
be the largest index for which zT 6= 0 in the expressionM = z0+z1u+· · ·+zr−1u

r−1.
Since T ≤ r−1 and J ≤ n−r, the decomposition of Mn(E) (= Mn(P (X))⊗P (X)E)

into the direct sum
n−1⊕
i=0

(L⊗P (X) E)ui shows that the coefficient of uT+J should be

zero. This coefficient is λ0,JzT + λ1,JzTσ
T (B) + · · ·+ λb−1,JzTσ

T (Bb−1). Since zT
is in L1E and is non-zero, it is invertible. Thus we find λ0,J + λ1,Jσ

T (B) + · · · +
λb−1,Jσ

T (Bb−1) = 0. Premultiplying by u−T and postmultiplying by uT , we find
u−Tλ0,Ju

T +u−Tλ1,Ju
TB+ · · ·+u−Tλb−1,Ju

TBb−1 = 0. Since u−TL1Eu
T ⊆ L1E,

the linear independence of the powers of B over L1E shows that each λi,J must be
zero—a contradiction to our choice of J .

It follows that the right ideal M ·Mn(E) has L1E dimension ≥ b(n − r + 1),
and hence has E dimension ≥ (pab)(n − r + 1). Let V be an n-dimensional E-
space on which M acts, and let V ′ ⊆ V be the kernel of M . The kernel of the
left multiplication by M map on Mn(E) consists of all matrices whose columns
are in V ′, and this kernel is hence isomorphic to n copies of V ′. It follows that
rank(M) ≥ n− r + 1, as claimed.

Since dim(W ) = par, W indeed has the property we desire.

4. Examples

We show in this section that the bounds on the codimension in Theorems 1 and
3 are strict, that is, there exist subvarieties of Xr of codimension exactly par whose
degrees are prime to p. When n = pa, the various linear subvarieties of codimension
nr (such as those consisting of matrices whose first r rows are zero) provide the
necessary examples, so we need to study the case n = pab, b > 1.

We need another elementary lemma:

Lemma 4. Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let Y ⊆ Pn
K be an irreducible

variety. In Pm
K (m > n), let Y ′ be the closed set given by all points whose first n+1

homogeneous coordinates satisfy the same equations as Y . Then Y ′ is irreducible,
deg(Y ′) = deg(Y ), and dim(Y ′) = dim(Y ) +m− n.

Proof. (Sketch.) This can be proved geometrically, or else can be proved via
Hilbert polynomials using induction on m − n. Here is a sketch of the second
approach. Let I / K[x0, x1, . . . , xn] be the ideal of Y . It is easy to see that
J = I ·K[x0, . . . , xn+1] is also prime, so J is the ideal of Y ′ and Y ′ is irreducible.
(Note that both I and J are homogeneous.) One has the exact sequence of graded
K[x0, . . . , xn+1] modules 0 −→ K[x0, . . . , xn+1]/J (−1) −→ K[x0, . . . , xn+1]/J −→
K[x0, . . . , xn+1]/(J, xn+1) −→ 0, where the second map is multiplication by xn+1,
and one also has the isomorphism of graded rings K[x0, . . . , xn+1]/(J, xn+1) ∼=
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K[x0, . . . , xn]/I. It follows that the Hilbert polynomial of Y is the difference be-
tween the Hilbert polynomial of Y ′ evaluated at t and evaluated at t − 1, from
which the results on the degree and dimension follow.

Now for our examples. For simplicity, we first consider the case where r = 1. Let

t = pa(b− 1) + 1, and let Z be the subvariety of Pn2−1 given by the condition that
the rank of the t×n submatrix formed by the first t rows has rank ≤ pa(b− 1). Z,
of course, is contained in X1. If Y ⊆ Pnt−1 is the subvariety given by the condition
rank ≤ pa(b − 1), then by Lemma 4, deg(Z) = deg(Y ) and codimPn2−1(Z) =
codimPnt−1(Y ). By [3, Prop. 12.2], codimPnt−1(Y ) = pab − pa(b − 1) = pa, and

by [3, Example 19.10], deg(Y ) =
(
n
t−1

)
=
(
pab
pa

)
. In the binomial expansion of

(x+ y)p
ab = (xp

a

+ yp
a

)b in characteristic p, the coefficient of xp
a

is non-zero since
p does not divide b, so deg(Y ) is prime to p.

For r > 1, we let t = pa(b−1)+r, and we let Z be the subvariety of Pn2−1 given
by the condition that the submatrix formed by the first t rows has rank ≤ pa(b−1).
As before, we work with the variety Y ⊆ Pnt−1 given by rank ≤ pa(b− 1) to find
that codim(Z) = par. Also, by Lemma 4 and [3, Example 19.10],

deg(Z) = deg(Y ) =

r−1∏
i=0

(
pab+i
pa(b−1)

)(pa(b−1)+i
pa(b−1)

) .
By considering the characteristic p binomial expansions of

(x+ y)p
ab+i = (x+ y)i(xp

a

+ yp
a

)b

and

(x+ y)p
a(b−1)+i = (x+ y)i(xp

a

+ yp
a

)b−1,

and using the fact that i < r < pa, we see that each of the 2r binomial coefficients
in the formula above is prime to p.
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